LATTE allows for accessibility modifications within a course. Every student can add the accessibility block and toolbar to their own Dashboard, but each instructor must enable the block on their course page to allow students to access it.

**Add the Accessibility Block**

You can add a block by:

1. Visit LATTE and select the course
2. Turn editing on
3. Scroll to the bottom of the blocks on the left-hand column
4. Find the “Add a block” tool
5. Select “Accessibility”

**Use the Accessibility Block**

The block edits the course page by:

1. Increases/decreasing text size
2. Changes the LATTE page contrast
3. Launches the ATbar

**Use the Accessibility Toolbar**

Launch the Accessibility Toolbar by clicking the button on the Accessibility block.

You can check the "always" box to keep the toolbar every time you view the LATTE course page.
• Increases/decreasing text size
• Change font and spacing
• Spell checker
• Dictionary
• Text to Speech
• Change page style, colors, and contrast

• Add a color overlay

If you need assistance or training to use the Accessibility Block or Toolbar, contact latte@brandeis.edu.
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